THE NORTHWEST LIBRARY AT SCOTTS CROSSING

Artist: Allen Peterson
Project Title: Northwest Atlanta Globe

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Northwest Atlanta Globe is an eight-foot cast aluminum orb located outside in the plaza.

The project highlights locations and events from the past two centuries in Atlanta, with heightened detailing of events and locations with significance to the Northwest Atlanta Community prominently marked on the surface of the orb.

Railroads continue onto the surface of the plaza, where they are embedded in the concrete.

Stainless Steel rail lines, embedded flush with the surface of the plaza, will usher visitors to the front doors of the library, visually connecting the globe with the building itself.

ABOUT THE ARTIST Allen Peterson
MFA, Sculpture from University of Minnesota
Sloss Furnaces National Historic Landmark Residency, Birmingham, AL
Explores themes of system and community in his work

PUBLIC COMMISSIONS completed by Mr. Peterson include:
Atlanta BeltLine
University of West Georgia
Cherokee Park, AL

EXHIBITIONS include:
Melvin Gallery
Eddie’s Attic
Durbin Gallery
WWW.ALENPETERTSON.COM

Northwest Library at Scotts Crossing
2489 Perry Boulevard
Atlanta, Georgia 30318